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Learning and Regularization

Various aspects of regularization in machine

learning

Explicit regularization (variational, dropout etc) or implicit regularization via

(stochastic) gradient descent

Theoretical understanding ? 

Relation to regularization theory for ill-posed problems ?
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Basic setup

Consider parametrized model, e.g. deep neural network

Parameter determined by (approximate) minimization of empirical risk

Theoretical understanding ? 

Relation to regularization theory for ill-posed problems ?
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Empirical and Population Risk

Empirical risk

Standard assumption: i.i.d. sampling of

Underlying probability measure P used for sampling

Population risk

Generalization error
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Empirical risk minimization and generalization

Statistical analysis of empirical risk minimization:

Estimate of the population risk or generalization error

(in expectation / distribution / confidence)

in terms of N …

and other parameters (network width, layer size, VC dimension …)
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Empirical risk minimization and generalization
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Empirical risk minimization and generalization
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Empirical risk minimization and generalization
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Regularization Theory

What has this to do with regularization theory ? 

Basic ideas and assumptions of regularization theory:

- Existence of an ideal solution

- Application of regularization method to noisy data

- Convergence of regularized solution / error estimate between

regularized and ideal solution

Ideal solution as minimizer of ideal likelihood
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Regularization Theory

Example: variational regularization of inverse problems

Regularized solution as minimizer of

Perturbation in D due to errors in A and b

Example: regularization by gradient descent

Regularization from appropriate early stopping at time T depending on the

noise strength
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Inverse Problems and Empirical Risk Minimization

Standard formulations of inverse problems can be recast as

(regularized) empirical risk minimization

Example: Radon transform in 2D, standard parametrization of lines by

angle and distance to origin

Take uniform distribution for line parameter, Gaussian additive noise at 

each point. Empirical risk equals standard likelihood (plus constant)
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Error formulation for risk minimization

Idea: measurement error is an error in the distribution P

Generalized definition of empirical risk

Perturbation of ideal distribution by sampling, but also adversarial

examples, measurement bias, …

Noise level = distance between probability measures

(distributional robustness)

What is a canonical distance ? 
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Sources of Perturbed Distributions

- Sampled Measurements

Distance measure needs to be able to deal with empirical measures

Various estimates available in Wasserstein metrics
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Sources of Perturbed Distributions

- Adversarial examples

Small movement of existing samples, naturally bounded in Wasserstein 

distances

- Phantom measurements in imaging

Input data definitely not from the correct distributions of images
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The use of Wasserstein metrics

Natural assumption: Lipschitz continuity of map depending on parameters

Basic relation to optimal transport

for each transport plan
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Wasserstein estimate: Lipschitz loss

With straight-forward proof

Estimate holds for arbitrary parameter, not just minimizers

Standard finding: small Lipschitz constant improves generalization

Bounds could be gained using other transport distances more closely

related to the architecture
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Wasserstein estimate: Square loss

Introduce a generalized generalization error

Suitable in overparametrized settings, when E is very small
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What about ill-posedness ?

Problem of estimating parameters is highly ill-posed

Classical example: two-layer network with stochastic inner weights

Can be interpreted as random discretization of first kind integral operator
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What does generalization error estimate ?

For large N even the problem of estimating outer

weights is asymptotically highly ill-posed

Additional nonlinear ill-posedness even in finite 

dimensions for inner weights (mb-Haslinger-Bodenhofer-Engl 02)

In most examples of learning the parameters are of no relevance

Only the output is interesting, approximation of the map F

Estimating F in a norm related to empirical risk is well-posed !

Mildly ill-posed in stronger norm
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What does generalization error estimate ?

Consider ideal solution

Optimality condition for all F

Modern regularization theory estimates error in Bregman distance
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Insert optimality and decompose Bregman distance

Sum of generalization error, approximation error, noise or sampling error

Approximation error only on training set, potentially negative 

Sampling error independent of training result

Generalization error measures effect of training quality on distance

What does generalization error estimate ?
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Observation in practice: solution obtained with (stochastic) gradient

descent not iterated until convergence have good generalization

properties

Relation to iterative regularization methods for ill-posed problems: 

iterates decrease distance to exact solution until residual is too small

(discrepancy principle)

Implicit regularization


